CHIRON III - GOTO HYBRID Planetarium
Compact, LED, opto-mechanical planetarium
Dome Type
Scope Dome Diam. Range
Standard Seating
Main Star Projector

Horizontal/Tilted Dome
16-30 meters (52-98 feet)
150-500 seats (unidirectional or concentric)
Optical Projection Type , single starball
100% full sky with no obstructions

Star Lamp Type

Long-life, high output LEDs. Lifetime 30,000 hours,
depending on type of use and duty cycle
Color Temperature 5000ºK standard.
Optional : Full-color sky according to color temperature.

Number of Stars

Approx.9,500 stars down to mag 6.55

Projection type

12 optical projection tubes
27 combination of separate LED projector tubes and
special treatment of fixed star plates, all with
appropriate colors shown
Max. star diameter : no greater than 3 arc min.

Bright Stars

Scintillation

All stars or fixed stars and bright stars independently.
Any variable speed and depth possible.

Deep Sky Objects

More than 337 including all Messier objects

Milky Way

Reproduced as 100,000,000 micro stars on
independently dimmable projectors
3-Axis, High-speed, High-accuracy motors
Latitude/Diurnal/Azimuth 6RPM max.

Main Body Motions

Annual - (for optional sun/moon/planets and Plus-V
projector) up to 60 sec./year in continuous mode, or
"jump" to any time or date in 10 sec. or less
Ten year maintenance cycle for most slip rings

Maintenance

Low cost maintenance contracts available
Factory trained technicians in USA, Europe, Asia

Weight

Projector: 120 kg, Power box: 30 kg

Size

Starball diameter: 480mm (19 inches)

Power Consumption

90-230VAC, 50/60Hz, 2.0KVA max

OPTION PACKAGES
Moving Object
Projectors

Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn
Long-life, high output LED illumination
All are computer driven by rapid X-Y slewing mirrors
Alternate modes such as Orrery, Orbiting Earth
Satellite, Moons of Jupiter, and others
Moon shows precise phasing and surface features
Independent object projectors mount off the main
starball
Sun and moon are shown 1º in size unless requested
smaller.

Plus-V projector

All planets show realistic coloration
Speed - (for optional sun/moon/planets) up to 60
sec./year in continuous mode, or "jump" to any time or
date in 10 sec. or less
HD high contrast video images. Maximum image size
2.5º

Lift

• 600 mm Telescoping Neck Lift (125kg)
• 1,800mm Double Scissors Lift for use with floor pit
(1,300 kg)

Console Desk

GOTO's steel desk to accept the control panels of the
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䠆Specifications subject to change without notice.

